
  Environmental Protection.
  Recycle unwanted materials instead of disposing of them as waste. All tools, accessories and packaging should be     
  sorted, taken to a recycle centre and disposed of in a manner which is compatible with the environment.

InstRuctIons foR:

CHAIN CLEANER-BICYCLE
MoDEL no. BC010

thank you for purchasing a sealey product. Manufactured to a high standard this product will, if used according to these instructions and 
properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.

 1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

 2. INTRODUCTION 

 WARNING! Before use, ensure that the bicycle is   
 adequately supported during the chain cleaning process.
 Locate the bicycle in a suitable work area. Keep area clean  
 and  tidy and free from unrelated materials and ensure that  
 there is adequate lighting. Also ensure that the floor is level  
 and  flat (preferably concrete) to take the weight of the stand  
 (if used) and the bike. 
 Remove ill fitting clothing. Remove ties, watches, rings and  
 other loose jewellery and contain long hair.
 Ensure that the bike is adequately secured to any stand used.
 Keep children and unauthorised persons away from the work  
 area.
 Always use a good quality proprietry degreaser or chain  
 cleaning fluid with the chain cleaner.
 notE: this appliance is not intended for use by persons  
 (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental  
 capabilities or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they  
 have been given supervision or instruction concerning the use  
 of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.  
 children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play  
 with the appliance.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. 
USE THE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE 
DAMAGE AND/OR PERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. PLEASE KEEP INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.

NOTE: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior notice.
IMPORTANT: no liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product. 
WARRANTY: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which will be required for any claim. 
INFORMATION: for a copy of our catalogue and latest promotions call us on 01284 757525 and leave your full name, address and postcode.

01284 757500
01284 703534 sales@sealey.co.uk

www.sealey.co.uk
Web

email
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suitable for cleaning multi-speed and single-speed bicycle chains. 
Reduces premature wear and prolongs the life of the chain. three 
internal stiff bristle rotating brushes clean the chain on all sides and 
features a guide sprocket to keep the chain aligned inside the cleaner. 
Incorporates an extra large reservoir to hold degreaser or chain clean-
ing fluid and clip on handle for extra control.

 3. OPERATION 
3.1. Mount the bicycle in a suitable stand, ensuring the back wheel can  
 be rotated clear of the ground.
3.2. take the chain cleaner; slide and lock the handle into the location  
 on the side of the body.
3.3. open the chain cleaner by retracting the spring clasp to release   
 the lid.
3.4. fill with cleaning fluid up the 'fill' mark on the side of the body.
3.5. Lay the chain in the lower body and clip the lid over the top surface  
 as in fig.2. close by snapping the spring clip over the lid.
3.6. turn the bike pedal slowly by hand in the direction shown on the  
 side of body, holding the unit back to resist the movement of the   
 chain as in fig.2.
3.7. After cleaning, remove the cleaner from around the chain; this is   
 the reverse of section 3.5.
3.8. Allow the chain to dry and then re-apply a suitable lubricant.
3.9. Empty the spent cleaning fluid from the tank and dispose of in a   
 manner approved by local and national waste disposal regulations.
3.10. store the chain cleaner in a safe place beyond the reach of   
 children.

fig.1

fig.2

fig.3

Parts support is available for this product. to obtain a parts listing and/or diagram, please log on to:
www.sealey.co.uk, email: sales@sealey.co.uk or phone:01284 757500.
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